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108 Traditional Irish Session Tunes, straight from the heart of Dublin. 108 MP3 Songs in this album

(136:46) ! Related styles: WORLD: Celtic, FOLK: Irish Traditional People who are interested in The

Chieftains Altan The Clancy Brothers should consider this download. Details: The natural home of Irish

music is the "session". These regular gatherings of musicians represent the best of the Irish traditional

music scene: its camaraderie, and sharing of music, and its warm respect for performers of all

generations and walks of life. For sessions to be successful it is important that participants have the

opportunity to join in as much as possible, and learning the sets of standard traditional tunes on this CD

(and in the accompanying book. Foinn Seisin 3) will make you feel at home in a session. You may enjoy

learning to play these tunes along with the CD and book, or simply listen for an insight into traditional Irish

music. These CDs were recorded by some of Ireland's finest young musicians from Dublin and Clare and

include every tune found in Foinn Seisin Book 3. The selections are based on a consensus arrived at

over the years during our regular Tuesday and Wednesday night sessions at the Cultrlann na hireann in

Monkstown. Musicians from many nations have played and enjoyed these tunes. Of course, melodic

settings in the Irish tradition vary across players, styles and regions, with tunes passed down from person

to person, varied and ornamented. As a result, what you hear on this album may not exactly match the

notation in the book, but this is a normal part of the practice of Irish music. T sil agam go mbainfidh t

taitneamh as an gceol seo. Bonn cad mle filte romhat i gcna i gCultrlann na hireann, go mr mhr ag seisin

ceoil ar aon Mhirt/Chadaoin. Finally, special thanks is extended to members of the Cultrlann (Dublin) and

Cois na hAbhna (Ennis) session groups who gave so generously of their talents and time to make the CD

possible. We are also deeply indebted to Breandn Knowlton who did the recording and mastering of all

tracks on the CD. Brian Prior April 2008 Searches:foinn seisiunfoinn seisiun 3
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